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Be destroyed by your own greed clouding your judgement and pre-planning. Great game to play, it's either over really fast or
becomes insanely tense.. I really like this game, it reminds me of an old card-based one called Scrolls. I really like that you can
engage in battles individually, in additon to all the regular turn-based strategy. It's a great combination, and the tutorial gives you
a great start. Love the setting, look n feel, and music too!. I was bummed when I couldn't find the prizes I won, but then figured
out that that once purchased at the gift counter... they are essentially "unlocked", and you can simply get another any time!
Elegant solution.

Very impressed with Pierhead Arcade! The games (except bowling), are all really playable. I wish bowling was... but without the
mass there... the ball really just takes off in random direcitons!

Suggestion: Use the direction formed by the majority of the arc... not the end when the trigger is being released... I'd filter the
entire trigger release out of the calculation... and reach WAY back into the swing to average datapoints that way. OR perhaps
allow the trigger on the OPPOSITE controler to work the release. That way the act of releasing doesn't disturb the arc of the
swing.

This is a quality game... and the attention to detail is just fantastic. Well done devs!. very fun.... 10/10. A good time waster if
nothing else, but I really don't think it's worth the money. There are a lot of better games for free on Newgrounds and other
sites, so I don't think this is worth it.. Warning if not 18 or older this game will be very frightening, putt putt travels through
time is the story of a drunken alcholic go through his crazy fever dreams, Dr.Firebird is his drug dealer and all his items
represent different troubles in his life, he loses them all after going through rehab, but on a quest to get them back he falls down
the spiral of drugs and alchol once again, please proceed with caution.. All well and good until you get swarmed with more
enemies than you can shoot and they spam you with damage which prevents you from shooting further and locks you in
repetitive damage until you die regardless of what weapons you choose to bring into the fight.
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too buggy to play.. Short and sweet time travel puzzle game with charm.. This game is one of the best games to play with
friends. Well, I used to have friends, but i shot one with a bazooka. Then I decimated the others with a flatulent grandmother,
and I finished the rest off by litterally pooping on them with a poop airstrike. 10/10. Great Game!. Pros:
1. Complete and realistic off-road vehicle simulation.
2. 4WD Hi/Lo Range, Triple diff locks, 2WD/4WD, adjustable tyre pressure
3. Terrain is realistic.

Cons:
1. Does not save keyboard key preferences (need to readjust it everytime I start playing.
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